
Follow the White Rabbit 

 

~~~ 

Are you one of those select few individuals who feel like they are apart from society and everyone 

else in it?  Do you regularly, or even constantly, feel like everyone else is easily able to mesh 

seamlessly with the rest of society, while you yourself feel like a broken cog unable to do the same?  
Do you feel like society is subconsciously out to get you, that people are saying you are acting weird 
or that you have your head perpetually in the clouds? 

Are you one of those select few who are just beginning to sense “incongruencies” in the World you 
thought you lived in?  Are those incongruencies steadily growing larger?  Have you reached a point, 

now, where you feel like you no longer know how to operate within society anymore, that it is like 
you no longer are sure what planet you are on anymore? 

Are you starting to feel like you are going insane?  Or, have you come to realize that, like myself, David 
Icke, and others like him, it is the World itself that is insane? 

If you answered a resounding “yes” to any of the above, then you will definitely want to read this 
work that I am compiling about the True nature of things.  Worry not:  You are NOT alone, here.  You 

are rare, however, but definitely not alone in what you are going through.  If you have found this work 
of mine, then consider this proof of that fact. 

To put this simply:  You are waking up.  What you do from here is completely up to you; you can 

pursue a path of Truth-seeking, or you can forego any further action in hope of returning to your 
normal life. 

But, you have already begun to descend into the “rabbit hole” of Truth; your life can no longer return 
to how it was beforehand.    You will never be the same again.  Thus, you may as well continue along 

the path you are on.  You do not need to become a figurehead like David Icke, but you can no longer 
simply do as you have before either.  You need to work to seek a new balance in your life, and you 

will find that balance in the end so long as you keep true to yourself and try not to waver on your 

path to Truth.  You are not alone in this, remember, and there are people like you out there able to 
offer you workable advice for your new way of life. 

Whenever you are ready, go ahead and continue to follow that White Rabbit of yours…. 



 

 Contents (as separate “chapters”): 

>The Blank Page Test.     >>Dreams. 

>The Divergence Test.     >>Speculative Biology:  “Proxima Virginnis.” 

>Welcome to the Matrix.    >>the Appendix. 

>Beyond What Is Placed Before Your Very Eyes. (the ‘>>’ chapters are “extra,” that are not  

>We Dare Not Speak Its Name….   necessary to read through as they are 

>The Quest for a Mothertongue.   personal additions that may or may not be of 

>Word Magic.      any importance…) 

>An Inconvenient History. 

>An Inconvenient Reality. 

>The Code:  Revisited. 

>Of Aliens and Invasion. 

>Of Invasion and Humanity. 

>Truly an Exceptionally Simple Theory of Everything. 

>Project Podkletnov. 

>Project Symphogear. 

>Project Hermetica. 

>In the End…. 
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